After School Explorer Clubs
What? The team at Hidden Horizons can work with you to develop a
wide range of clubs, covering topics including natural history, dinosaurs,
fossils, archaeology, astronomy and many more. Get in touch and have
a chat with us about what you might like. All our team members are
highly experienced, fully insured and DBS checked. When not delivering
school sessions they can be found leading our public events programme
and providing consultancy services across the UK.
Where? We can base a club in any location to suit you, this might be your
school and the grounds, or it might be further afield. We provide the vast
majority of the equipment needed, making use of our fantastic fossil,
natural history, archaeology and dinosaur specimens, some of which are
illustrated here. We are based in Scarborough and work with schools
across North and East Yorkshire, we are happy to travel to any school
(some extra costs may apply for longer distances) where feasible.
When? We can deliver clubs at any time of year (although for natural
history clubs it is best to avoid the winter months), clubs can last as long or
as short as you need, we find a half-term length (minus a week at each end)
often works best. We are happy to explore the best time of day to suit you
and your pupils, wether this be lunchtime or after school.
What’s the cost? £3 per attendee per session (a session is usually an
hour), but we are always happy to discuss prices, especially for larger
bookings. We would normally ideally work with 20 children or less, but
we can always make arrangements for larger groups.
We also offer a very wide range of school packages both in the
classroom and outdoors, contact us for details of these if you are
interested.
Some feedback...
Hidden Horizons ran a series of fantastic outdoor education PE sessions for our school. This after school club
was run using our PE funding and proved very popular: sessions were regularly extremely well attended.
Each week was clearly planned around pupil interests and feedback, were well organised with each one
having a clear educational focus. Will was highly knowledgeable and formed great relationships with pupils
of all ages. Pupils were keen to take part and didn't realise the extent they were walking or the range of
physical activities they were engaging with.
Highly recommended for all aged pupils, particularly those for who don't always enjoy traditional sporting
activities. Rachel Wells - Headteacher, West Heslerton CofE VC Primary School - Nov 2015
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